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ABSTRACT

The 17" L-T bucket suffered from troubles associated-with 
brazed bucket-tie wire connections. An investigation was conducted 
to determine whether a loose tie wire design would-be suitable from 
the standpoint of bucket natural frequencies.

The first part of the study consisted of developing a 
mathematical model based upon the assumption of pinned joints at the 
bucket-cover" and bucket-tie wire connections. The analysis was done 
on a basic computer and provided results suitable for preliminary 
evaluation of the design.

The study was completed by testing a prototype row of the 
design. The buckets were excited by a once per revolution stimulus. 
Bucket frequencies were recorded using a strain gage and slipring 
telemetering system.

The experimental results indicated that a 5 bucket per cover 
grouping loose tie wire design would meet the necessary frequency . 
requirements. The results also served to verify the analytical i 
solution based upon the pinned joint assumption.



CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION .

Steam turbine buckets vary in size, depending upon their 
sequence in.the steam path. The buckets which comprise the first stages 
are usually one to two inches long with axial width to length ratios of 
from 1:1 to $:1. These buckets are usually of a uniform cross section. 
The buckets in the high pressure, reheat and low pressure sections of 
the turbine become progressively longer with a twisted tapered cross- 
section. This progression can culminate in last stage buckets as long ■ 
as 52 inches with as much as J O degrees of twist and 5 degrees of taper. ;;

The shorter buckets are coupled into groups by means of a 
cover. The cover serves.to prevent steam leakage over the top of the 
bucket. In addition, it acts as a mechanism for "tuning". the bucket '. 
system, i.e. for adjusting the resonant frequencies of the bucket group. 
The covers are usually attached to the buckets by means of a peened 
tenon. A small extension of the bucket tip passes through a hole in the 
cover and is peened over to prevent the cover from lifting off at speed. 
There is usually about a ten mil clearance in the hole of the cover.
Under centrifugal loading at running speed ($600 rpm) this connection 
tends to become rigid, but may allow for some angular displacement 
between the bucket and cover.

: The longer buckets in the later stages, of the low pressure, 
section, are also coupled together at various points (up to three) along



the blade by means of tie wires. The tie wires pass through holes in 
the blade itself. Historically the tie wires were brazed or welded to 
the buckets forming a rigid connection. Modern designs couple the 
buckets together by means of a loose tie wire. Loose tie wires have 
two advantages over brazed or welded tie wires. The induced bending 
moment on the bucket caused by loose tie wires is smaller than that 
caused by the rigidly connected tie wires. Secondly, looie tie wires 
eliminate the brazing problem.

The loose tie wire, which is a steel rod about J inch in 
diameter, is passed through a ten mil clearance hole in the bucket 
blade. To prevent fretting of the tie wire the holes are chamfered.
At speed the centrifugal force holds the tie wire against the bl&de 
preventing lateral movement, but the clearance and chamfers tend to 
allow some rotation.

Most buckets are attached to the wheel by means of a tangential 
dovetail (see Figures 1. and 2), with the last bucket being wedged in 
place, yielding a sort of keystone effect. Under centrifugal load the 
buckets are held on the wheel by the dovetail hooks with the load being 
transmitted to the wheel equally by all hooks.

In recent years there has been trouble associated with the 
design of a 17 inch long.next to last stage bucket (if" L-1). . This 
bucket had a peened cover and a brazed tie wire. Difficulties in 
controlling shop brazing quality resulted in buckets which have failed 
due to fatigue. It soon became apparent that the brazing procedure 
could not practically be controlled. The alternate solution, then, was 
to change the bucket design itself. The simplest design change, and
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one. that could be applied to units that were already in the field, 
would be to go to a loose tie wire connection. This study concerns 

itself with this new design.
In all bucket design it is necessary to assure that none of 

the natural frequencies of the systeih fall tin the running speed. The 
more important factors which can affect the natural frequency ares

a. Structural design of the system.
b. Centrifugal force at turbine speed.
c. Operating temperature«
d. Coupling effects due to tie wire and cover connections.
e. Manufacturing tolerances.
The first item, structural design, can further be broken down

into:
•a. Bucket taper.
b. Bucket twist.
c. Dovetail effects.
d. Wheel effects. -
e. Rotor inertia.
f. Torsion - center of twist.
g. Strain deformation.
h. Untwist effects.

Some of the effects of the items listed above are known and 
may be reasonably included into calculations. The bucket geometry and 
the turbine speed are items of this nature. The effects of the other 
items are either unknown, or if known, would make the calculations 
too cumbersome for tractable solutions. Thus, at the present time
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the most practical method of assuring a safe design for a particular 
bucket is to actually test it. This does not mean, however, that"a 
simplified analytical approach is not helpful in the preliminary 
design phase in predicting the natural frequencies of the coupled . 
system.

The method for verifying the design of the 17" L-1 bucket with 
loose tie wires follows this approach. The resonant frequencies of the 
bucket were determined by testing a prototype row. A simplified analysis 
suitable for use on a time sharing computer was developed so that a 
preliminary check might be made on this and on similar future designs.

The simplest approach would be to assume that the bucket is a 
uniform cantilevered beam. Solutions for a straight beam of uniform 
cross section are well known (10), but are of no value in this case.

The next step would be to represent the bucket as a tapered 
cantilever beam. Approximate methods such as the Rayleigh-Ritz technique 
are available and may be found in such texts as Scanlan and Rosenbaum 
(9). This model, however, neglects the fact that the buckets are 
twisted and, therefore, the coupling effect between lateral vibrations 
is lost.

A reasonable model must consider the buckets as twisted tapered 
cantilevered beams. This is the representation of the bucket that has 
been utilized in this paper. The bucket is considered fixed at the 
upper dovetail hooks. Also, the bucket is considered to be made.up of 
several discrete masses with different geometric properties at each 
section. This allows for the taper of the bucket blade. Bucket



■ ' ■  .. ■ ■■ ■■ 7 properties are.given in terms of the principal axes of the bucket.
The solution, through the use.of transformation equations, applies
these properties to the rotor and wheel axes, thereby allowing for
the coupling effect of the bucket twist.

Factoring the coupling effect of. cover and tie wire into the 
model can create a very complex problem. If the cover and tie wire 
connections are considered as pinned joints the effect of coupling 
from bucket to bucket, i.e. the group modes, is lost but the solution 
will be valid for the fundamental tangential and axial modes. (See 
Appendix B for an explaination of the various mode shapes). On a. long 
bucket, such as the 17 L-1, where the fundamental modes are the primary 
consideration and where the cover and tie wire connections allow for 

rotation under small vibration, this approach is reasonable.
The above model is the one which was selected for this thesis. 

The method of solution used is based upon an extension of the Holzer 
technique by Myklestad (5,6) and later by Prohl (8). This method, is 
suitable for solution on a time-sharing computer and yields, answers 
that are sufficient for preliminary analysis and design work.

More rigorous techniques have been and are currently being 
worked on. An excellent summary of the work done to date is presented 
in Tuncel's (11) dissertation which solves the. bucket vibration 
problem by assuming fixed connections at the cover,and tie wire.



. C H E m . E L  

DESCRIPTION OP INSTALLATION

A list of detailed drawings is presented in Appendix A.

The following drawings and photographs are presented here to give 
those who are unfamiliar with this unit a general idea of the 
construction in question.

Figure 1 is a drawing of the bucket itself. As can be seen, 
the bucket has a tapered, twisted vane with a loose tie wire 10f- inches
above the vane root. The buckets are grouped about the wheel by means

' .of covers and tie wires as shown in Figure J. A closeup view of the
stage showing the cover and tie wire!construction is shown in Figure 4«
Note that the tie wire merely passes through the bucket so that
theoretically it has a loose fit. In practice, due to misalignment of .
the buckets and spring in the tie wire, the. fit is more in the order
of a snug fit, i.e. the tie wire must be forced into place. The cover
is held in place by peening the bucket tenons over. When finished this

' i
construction holds the cover firmly, but not rigidly. Figure 2 is a
cross section of the wheel, showing the size relationship.between the
wheel and bucket.

The rotor, looking in the direction of steam flow’! ts shown in
Figure 5. The rotor installed in the test facility is shown in Figure 6.
The facility itself is merely a large vacuum chamber. The rotor being

8
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Figure 4 17" L-1 Bucket Group



Figure 5 30" Test Rotor



Rotor in Test Facility
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tested is coupled to a turbine which is outside the facility and which 
"brings the test rotor up to speed. The "buckets are stimulated "by a 
steam jet shown in Figure 7» A schematic of the stbam stimulus system
is shown in Figure 8, Steam was obtained by tapping into the cell
heating steam line. It then passed through an air operated valve 
before issuing from the nozzle. The valve merely served to turn the 
nozzle on and off, while the volume of steam flow was controlled by
valves in the main heating steam line.

Bote that the steam flow was such that it struck the buckets
i

opposing rotation. This was done so that the location of the nozzle 
would not be critical, Bemembering that the force on the buckets 
is proportional to the relative vector velocities and that the velocity 
of the rotating bucket is much greater than that of the steam, it is 
easily seen that the location of the nozzle will have little effect on 
the force seen by the buckets.

It should be mentioned, for those who will use this system 
on subsequent tests, that air operated valve is normally closed i.e. 
when there is no pressure on the diaphram the valve closes.
The system was designed as such so that should an electrical failure 
occur the stimulus would not be disrupted, and also in order to obtain 
the minimum vane stroke time upon closing.

The strain gage leads came out of the turbine bore and were 
connected to a slipring. The slipring leads then came through the 

cell wall. A complete discussion of the instrumentation is in 
Chapter III. x •
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. . . o s m m j M  ■'

INSTHOMEWTATION

In this section a description of the instrumentation of the 
rotor will be discussed. In order to maintain a consistant approach 
the work will be discussed starting at the strain gage on the bucket 
-proceeding to the final recording of the signal upon magnetic tape.
How the recorded signal was analysed is discussed in Chapter V.
Although the work will be discussed sequentially it was not necessarily 
done in that order, as it is common practice for as much work as 
possible to be done simultaneously. ,

The first step in instrumenting the rotor was to determine 
which buckets were to be instrumented. Figure ''3 shows, the buckets are 
arranged in 2J groups of 5 and 4 groups of 6. After being completely
assembled and grouped on the wheel, the buckets were shaken with, an
electromagnet and the resonant frequencies of the groups noted. These 
results are presented in Figure 9° The first group trailing the notch
was not considered since this group had been removed in order to
install the tie wires. Instead of recovering this group, the cover 
of the old group was rewelded. Thus, the repaired group could not be 
considered truly representative of a typical grouping. Four groups 
were selected for instrumentation, the high and low frequency 
5 bucket/cover groups and the high and low frequency 6 bucket/cover 
groups. The location of these groups is shown in Figure 10,

16
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The strain gage locations for the groups is shown in Figure •

11. The gages were located one inch from the root and a quarter inch 
from the trailing edge on the convex face. Experience has shown that 
this location yields maximum vane stresses with the greatest gage 
reliability. The gage was put on the convex face because when the 
buckets are assembled the concave face is not accessible.' Figure 12 
shows the gages installed on the wheel.

The gage itself was a BLH CB10. This is a 1000 ohm gage 
with a 3« 2 gage factor. The gage length is 9/52 in. and the trimmed 
width is 3 / 8  of an inch. The gage was prebonded to a Bakelite base 
and then glued to the bucket with Armstrong A-2 cement. This cement 
normally cures in 24 to 40 hours at room temperature. To speed up
curing, heat lamps (about 100°F) were used so that the cement set up

• . . • ' in about jg hour and cured in about 2 hours. The lead wires,. which
were glass insulated nickel clad copper, were soldered to the gage
with a 500°F solder. The wiring was painted with a silicone base
aluminum waterproofing paint. The gage and leads, were then covered ,
with 4 mil. Nichrome, which was spot welded to the rotor. Finally
the assembly was again painted with the waterproofing paint.

The lead wires passed from the L-1 stage, through the last 
stage, along the rotor, under a balance weight slot and down through 
a radial hole and into the turbine bore (see Figure 15)- Passing the 
lead wires down into the bore presented a problem. It is known that 
a very small amount of water in the bore of a turbine can cause rotor 
bowing and hence very large shaft vibrations. Thus, even though the 
unit was being run in a vacuum precautions had to be taken to seal off
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the radial holes. Sealing was accomplished by filling the holes with 
RTV40 (temperature limit 500°P). To strengthen the assembly the holes 
were closed with threaded plugs as shown in Figure 14- Figure 15 
shows the holes before being covered with nichrome stripping.

Upon entering the bore of the turbine the lead wires were 
tacked down (Figure 16) before they were strung down the length of 
the rotor. At the low pressure end of the turbine the wires were 
connected to a 60 channel slipring.

From the slipring the signal was recorded on a 14 channel tape 
unit. The unit was set up to record 12 channels of strain gage data, 
one voice track and one speed, track. Figure 17 shows a schematic . 
diagram of the data recording system.

The test consisted mainly of two runs. For the first , run 
83$ of the gages functioned properly, while for the second the number 
dropped to 58^. Table 1 gives a listing of the good and bad gages 
for these runs.
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Table 1 List of Bad Gages

BK/CR Bun- I II
gage

5 < 2  NG NG
3 NG NG

NG NG
NG
NG

58^ - No Good



CHAPTER IV
TEST PROCEDURE

Since this test involved the modification of an existing design 
it was possible to use the original test rotor on which the brazed 
design was evaluated. The D-l stage brazed tie wires were removed 
and replaced with loose tie wires of the same size and grouping.

The stage was instrumented with prebonded bakelite strain 
gages as described in Chapter III. Two 5 bucket/cover and two 6 
bucket/cover groups were selected for instrumentation. These represent 

the groups with the highest and lowest standing frequencies. Data 
was recorded on magnetic tape using a 14 channel magnetic tape system. , 

Bucket excitation was provided by a steam stimulus as 
described in Chapter II. Sufficient excitation was obtained by 
closing the main steam line and utilizing the main line leakage 
steam. The magnitude of the exciting force was not measured.

The first run (Run l) was an acceleration - deceleration run 
to 3600 rpm. The purpose of this run was to check the balance./ It also 
served as a backup data acquisition run. The primary test (Run 2) was 
a deceleration run from 10$ overspeed. For this rim the rotor was 
brought from 3960 rpm to 1700 rpm in about 2Q minutes with the steam 
stimulus on. During this time the strain gage data and speed were , 
recorded on tape.

After these two runs were made a series of acceleration - 
deceleration runs were made about specific resonant points for the

29: . - . .
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purpose of obtaining bandwidth .damping: data« Bandwidth data may 

usually be obtained during the normal frequency runs. Special runs, 

though, are useful, as a check to assure that the speed change was 

slow enough to allow steadjr state conditions to be reached. Damping 

data may be found in Appendix D,

/



CHAPTER V
DATA REDUCTION

The data was reduced using the M & P laboratory data reduction 
facility. Figure 18 is a general schematic of the system. The tape 
containing the strain gage signals is played back on the 14 channel 
tape unit. The signal is displayed unfiltered, on a set of 14 monitor 
scopes. Then the strain signals pass through a 15% increment bandpass 
filter. The filtered signal is then converted to a DC level and goes 
to the xyy' plotter as input to the y & y’ axes.

Meanwhile the speed signal passes through a monitor scope, 
a counter, a DC converter and finally to the x axis of the xyy1 

plotter. .
Thus, the xyy plot consists of a frequency vs. wheel speed 

curve and a strain amplitude vs. wheel speed curve. Sample xxy' plots 
for this test are contained in Appendix B.

A complete description of the data reduction facility may be 

found in Reference 4°
Table 2 shows the data which was reduced for both runs.

Based on the calculated frequencies the tape was scanned using the 
appropriate filter setting. If the gage selected showed a clean respon 
the data was plotted on an xyy'plot. Note that it was. not, necessary 
to reduce data from every gage, since the instrumentation contained 
200% backup. However it was necessary to use data from Run 1, the 

backup run, in order to obtain a complete data set. The data includes

1 ' *  : 1 !
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Table 2 Summary of Data Reduced
33

Group 
(Bkt/ 

Run No. Or)
Gage/
Filter 8 9 10 n 12 13 14 15 16 17

1 1
10 2 BG
(5) 3 : BG

4
4 5 30
(5) 6

7 BG
1 8 31 25 26 32

. (6) 9 33 2? .
10 28

15 11 29
(6) 12

2 1 19 12 20 3 4 8
10 2 BG
(5) 3 BG

4 2 ' 6
4 5 17 17 11 ' : 7 :
(5) 6 •

7 ' BG
1 8 BG ,10 21 BG .22
(6) 9 BG

10 ' 5
. 9;

15 . 11 18 13
(6) 12

Note: Numbers refer to xyy* plot number; BG indicates Bad Gage.



at least one reading per group for each of the four basic vibratory 

modes.
Also contained in Appendix B are sample plots used in 

calculating bandwidth log decrement values.' These were plotted in 

the same manner as the xyy' plots.



CHAPTER T L  
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The test results are shown in Figures 19 and 20. These figures 
are standard Campbell Diagrams, named for Wilford Campbell, a pioneer in 
the field of Turbine Vibration (l). The figures are plots of bucket 
frequency versus wheel speed. The diagonal lines, referred to as per 
rev lines, represent the points where the bucket frequency is an integral . . 
multiple, of wheel speed. In actual practice, data points are plotted by 
knowing the wheel speed and the multiplier of a particular resonance.

The fundamental tangential mode (TI0) has a resonance which is 
three time running speed about &fo from running speed (see Appendix E for 
mode description). This is referred to as a "three per rev" (3/R) with 
a 139& margin. For both these modes the data from both the 5 bucket/cover 
and the 6 bucket/cover groups was averaged. This is acceptable because 
of the slight affect of bucket grouping for these modes.

For the higher group axial modes the 5 bucket/cover. and 6 bucket/ 
cover data is presented separately. For the first group axial mode 
(AI10) both the cover groupings show margins of over 8$. The second 
group axial mode (aI2q ) shows an unacceptable 9/R on running speed for 
the 6 bucket/coyer grouping, while the 5 bucket/cover grouping has a
Afo margin. Thus, the acceptable grouping is 5 buckets per cover.

1 . ■ ■ ■ ■

Also shown in Figure 19 are the results of previous tests on the
same row of buckets except with brazed tie wires (2). A comparison

: ' %  '' ' .
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of this data with the loose tie wire results shows the stiffening 
effect of the tie wires on the TI0 mode. At running speed (60 rps) 
there is a 22$ increase in group frequency. As would be expected, 
there is no stiffening affect for the AI00 mode. In fact, the loose 
tie wired assembly appears to be 3$ stiffer than the brazed. tie wire 
construction., This may be atributed to manufacturing tolerances.

. Figure 19 also contains the calculated frequencies. These 
are discussed in Chapters VIII and IX.

Appendix D contains calculations of the logrithmic decrement 
for various buckets for the TI0 and AIo0 modes. These calculations 
show that S ranges between .01 and .02. Hence, the system may be . 
considered lightly damped.



CHAPTER H I  '• 

MALYTICAL SOLUTION

General- Approach

The small vibrations of a continuous linear.system may be 

described by a partial differential equation (lO). By assuming harmonic 

motion, this equation may be reduced to an ordinary differential 

equation whose solution will represent ah eigenvalue problem. The 

solution will contain a number of arbitrary constants sufficient to- 

satisfy the know boundary conditions plus a parameter related to the 

frequency. The above depends upon the differential equations being 

expressible in continuous form with closed form solutions.

For beams with non-twisted uniformly varing cross sections
I

approximate methods are widely utilized to determine the lower natural

frequencies. Rayleigh's energy method, the Rayleigh-Ritz method,

Stodola's method, the integral equations method and Myklestad's method

(9) find application in simpler -geometries. For the case of twisted

■beams with non-uniform cross sections the beam can be approximated by a

number of uniform, finite segments. Myklestad (5,6) developed a very
useful method of numerical integration-for the determination of the

■ ■

frequencies of stepped beams.

Most early investigators considered single bucket vibration 

neglecting the coupling influences. Prohl (8) was the first to apply 

Myklestad's lumped parameter approach to the calculation of the 

frequencies nf grouped turbine buckets. In this paper the equations for 

; ■ ’ »  ' ■



the tangential' flexural vibration and the coupled.axial flexural and 
torsional vibration of. the buckets with the restraints imposed by banding , 
are derived. The natural frequencies of the system are evaluated from 
the characteristic equation by successive assumption.. Thus, a basis of 
analysis was set forth which was most suitable for digital computer 
calculation. Pestel and Leckie (?) introduced a systematic application 
of the Prohl-Myklestad method through transfer matrices.

The buckets, in the calculation of the natural frequencies, 
may be considered as cantilevered beams connected to the wheel rim by- 
dovetails (See Figure 4)» either rigidly or with a specified dovetail / 
flexibility. The buckets also may be considered coupled into groups by 
covers and/or tie wires with flexibility coefficients at each joint. If 
the bucket has no twist throughout its length, bending vibrations occur 
in the direction of the principle axis of inertia of the cross section.
In this case, the axial and tangential vibrations.are uncoupled. For 
twisted buckets, flexural, tangential and axial, vibrations are referred . 
to a stationary axes system using the plane of the wheel and the axis of 
the rotor respectively. All possible modes of vibration occur (tangential 
axial and torsional) with correspondihg fundamental and.harmonic 
frequencies.

Experience has shown that for the. longer last and next to last 
stage buckets the higher modes of vibration induce lower stresses and are 
not as dangerous as. the fundamental frequencies. Therefore, this 
analysis will deal with the fundamental tangential and the fundamental 
axial modes of vibration only.
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Derivation of Equations

This analysis will consider the buckets to be twisted, tapered,

centilever beams which are assumed to be fixed to the wheel at the 

crushing surface of the outer dovetail hook. The influence of wheel 

oscillation is considered to be negligible and is not included, A 

lumped mass representation of the bucket is used so that the distributed 

weight of the bucket is represented by a series of concentrated weights 

at a number of stations. The usual assumptions of elementary beam theory 

are used, thus, neglecting shear deformation. Rotary inertia is also 

excluded. The tie wires and covers are considered to be pin-connected 

to the buckets. Hence, the covers and tie wires are considered as 

transmitting no moment to the buckets.

represented by a number of concentrated masses depicted in Figure 21.

The segments connecting the masses are assumed to be massless, elastic 

beams with uniform cross-sections. The shearing force V, bending moment 

M, slope 9 and displacement Y at station n+1 are represented by the 

same state variables at station n. Table 3 gives a complete list of 

symbols.

Consider a segment of beam, as shown in Figure 21, neglecting 

for the influence of the mass, from equilibrium one can obtain:

In the determination of flexural vibrations the bucket is

Vn+1 = Vn d)

(2)



Table 3 Analytical Symbols
42

V Shear Force ., lbs.
M Bending Moment , in. lbs.
6 Slope, Radians
V Deflection , inches
Q Any Specified Quantity
ot Angle of Bucket Twist , Radians.
L Length of Beam or Bucket Segnent , inches
E Modulus of Elasticity , psi
XL, Wheel Speed , rps

R Wheel Radius , inches
W  Bucket Frequency , ops
Fc Centrifugal Force , lbs.

A1 Moment of Inertia , in.
n Station number for a given property
x Rotor Axis

y Wheel Plane Axis
p Bucket "tangential" Axis
q Bucket "axial" Axis
m Mass of segment , slugs
t ri01 or tip station
1 'V Shear in x direction at station 1 , lbs.
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Y

n+1
n+1

r>1

Figure 21 Representation of Flexural Vibration of a Bucket

I



Applying the mechanics of materials relationships:

_  ^  XX XI 11 11

n+1 " n + E I 2EIn n
M„Ln VnLn (3)

+ n
(4)

Since the principal axes of the bucket do not conform to the 
wheel and rotor axes, transformation relationships are needed. These 
may be obtained with the help of Figure 22. To proceed from one section 
to the next section it is necessary to rotate all the quantities with 
respect to a stationary reference coordinate system. The tangential 
direction (in the plane of rotation) and the axial direction (parallel 
to the machine rotation axis) are taken as the stationary reference 

coordinates. With the transfer relationships,

a set of transfer equations in the tangential and axial directions can 
be obtained. Writing the simple beam equations, including the masses 
as shown in Figure 23, in terms of the bucket axis system yields:

(5)

(6)

and the corresponding inverse relationships,

(7)

(8)



Wheel A x is

* -x
R o to rod,

Figure 22 Bucket and Rotor Axes System
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Figure 23 Beam Segment With Mass Attached
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c 1 - ^ + "Vi  ̂  (io)

C 1 = MP + ^  Ln (11)

M ^ 1 = L_ (12)

(13)

(14)

q q q n
n̂+1 M L v11 L?

» yn + n n p r.
P p E In 2E Inq q

M
Mn L v11 L2

=« en + q n + 1 n
q q E In P 2E

l2 yii 3
Yn4,1 = Y" + 8" L + (15)
P P P n 2E In 6E Inq q

JH11 yll ^3
Y1̂ 1 = Y* + 0* L + -2— - + — 3— 5 (16)
q q q n 2E In 6E InP P

Dealing with the slopes and deflections in terms of the

transformation equations
®x+1 ’ ep+1 Sin “n + eq+1 CoB %  (17)

= ®"+1 Cob “ - e™"1 Sin “  (18)y P n q n

C " 1 = 4 7 1 Sin °n + Y^+1 Cos~ n (1?)

T '  + C 1 002 ~n - Y7 1 Sin~  (2°)

Substituting equations (13) to (16) into equations (1?) to 
(20), transforming the shears and moments, and simplifying yields:

!
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)n>1 » On ^ M11
‘(51" + Ln"

E In E In
(21)

+ K

Sin oc (Cos oC ) L n' nz n Sin ot (Cos oC ) L nv n' n
E I n E I n

(Sin Lj + (Coe ^n)2 L2
L 2E In 2E In

(Sin-n)2(Cos *-n)L2 (Sin * n)2(Cos * )L 2
2E In 2E In

vn+1 Sin (Cos <=< )L nN nz n Sin at. (Cos ̂  )L nx ny n
E In E In

(22)

'(Coe.in) \  + (Sin^n) \

E In E In
yn Sin% (CoSocn)Lg

2 Eln

_ v11x
Sin oL (Cos )L n n' n

2E In
(Cos *n)2L2 =l )2L2

L 2E In 2E In

Y11̂ 1 = Y* + 0* L 4- rf1y n
Sin^n(Cos^n)Ln

2E In
Sin ̂ (Cos ->)Ln

2E In
(25)

+ Mn '(Cos * ) 2L2 (Sin -n)2L2
L. 2E In 2E In

Sin«*n(Cos <*n)Ln Sin ^(Cos
,n6E I 

(Cos
q
2t5

6E In

,2,5
n- n + I 51" V  Ln

L 6E In 6E In



r11+1 Yx + °x Ln + < °<)2Ln 
2E Inq 2E I

r r  n
n

Cos «̂n(Sin )L^ Sin ̂ (Cos

2E In 2E Inq P
" ( S i n ^ ) V  (Cos o-n) V  '

6E In 6EI"

Cos cc (Sin Sin ̂ (Cos «^)l^
---------  n ---------  -  ' n6E Inq 6E In P
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(24)

The previous equations do not include the effect of centrifugal 

force. Referring to Figure 24 the other necessary equation may be 

written. Since the centrifugal force has no component in the x direction 

the shear may be expressed as:

V1* 1 - V1 ♦ m „UJ2 Y1* 1rn-1 (25)

To determine the centrifugal effect in the Y direction 

consider the force itself.

By similar triangles:

(26)

^  (H+L)

Substituting equation 26 yields: 

yv2 m y"

(27)

4 n y (28)



m

L to  mass m

S =Wheel Speed

Wheel
Radius

R otor Ax is

Figure 24 Centrifugal Force Effect
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Thus:

v£+1 = + mn+1 (W2 +^ 2) ^ +1 (29)

Using Figure 25 to determine the moments:

Mn+1 = Mn + L„ T„ + Y„ ^  (50)
t

Mn+1 = Mn + Ln Vn + ^  (R + LV  (?1)
Writing this in terms of the machine axes:

C 1 = ^  + Ln <  + ^  nil (R + Ri) (52)

C 1 = ^  + Ln ^  + ^  i l  (R + Li) (55)

The problem is now completely described in the machine axes 

system by equations (21)(22)(23)(24)(25)(29)(30) and (31)- The next 

section will use these equations to solve the boundary value problem.

Method of Solution

The 30" L-1 bucket may be considered in discrete segments as
shown in Figure 26„ The known boundary conditions are:

At Root At Tip

01 = 0 M6 = 0x x

e1 = o m 6 = oy y
Y1 = 0 V6 = 0x x

Y1 = 0 V6 = 0y y
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n+1

Figure 25 Beam Segment With Mass & Centrifugal Force
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Upper Crushing 
Surface of Dovetail Tie Wire Cover

2
-e-
5

R
6

Station

Station W V IP L A
lb in in4 in Deg

1 .728 .82 .112 3-9 0
2 1.204 .56 .072 3.9 12

3 .837 • 30 .033 3.9 29

4 .616 .21 .014 3.4 44
5 .433 .20 .004 3-4 60
6 .479 .15 .002 0 70

R = 25.81 in. E = 3° x 106 psi p = .286

Figure 26 17" L-1 Bucket Represented by 
Discrete Segments



If all these conditions are met, the frequency used in the 

calculation will be a natural frequency of the system. In order to 

solve the equations, however, the shears and moments at the root (or 

the angles and deflections at the tip) must be known. This may be 

overcome by assuming the following sets of normalized root conditions

v1 v1 M1 M1
X y X y

I 1 0 0 0

II 0 1 0 0

III 0 0 1 0

IV 0 0 0 1

Solving equations (21) through (25) and (2 9) through (31) 
will yield values of shear and moment at the tip in terms of the 
applied root moments and shears:

< < < <
1 d h D21 D51 ”41
11 D12 D22 D?2 D42
in D15 ^2) D35 D43
IV Du D24 D34 B44

Since we are dealing with a linear system of differential 

equations the shears and moments at the tip may be considered to be 

a linear combination of the assumed root conditions:



For the boundary conditions at the tip to be satisfied V^, V^, 
must be zero. In order to have a non-trivial solution they x\

determinant of the coefficients has to be zero. Thus, the following 
frequency determinant is obtained:

A =

D11

21

D31
D41

D12 D13

I>22 B23
D „ D ,32 33
D « D42 43

D14
D24
D34

44

= 0

The procedure for solution then is to substitute the information 
on geometry in Figure 26 into equations (21) to (25) and (29) to (50). 
Assume a frequency and start with an assumed set of boundary conditions 
at the root. Proceed from station to station until the conditions at 
the tip are calculated. Repeat this procedure for the other assumed 
sets of root conditions. The tip conditions, calculated in terms of the 
four sets of root conditions, can then be arranged into the frequency 
determinant. This determinant is then evaluated for an assumed frequency. 
This process is repeated until the chosen frequency yields a zero value



for the determinant. The frequency that makes the determinant zero is 
one of the natural frequencies. ;

Once the natural frequency of the system is obtained equations 
(21)(22)(25)(24)(25)(29)(?0) and (31) may be used with the assumed root 
conditions to obtain the mode shapes. For other frequencies and mode 
shapes calculations follow the same procedure. This method is widely 
used in computer applications.

Computer Program
The new time sharing computer systems, using basic language, 

are ideally suited to this type of problem. A program can be written 
to yield the value of the determinant in which assumed frequencies are 
used as input. The values of the determinant versus frequency may be 
plotted to determine the solution.

The following is the program developed for this case. The 
results of the computer output is contained in Appendix 0.

HOLVIB 20:00 St. SAT 16/ 14/67 

1 REM D, GUENTHER X5-2533
20 . DIM ¥(10),I(10,2),V(10,2),M(10,0(,A(10),L(10),I)(4»4)
100 READ E,R,N
110 PRINT "E="E;"R="R;"N="N 
120 FOR J=1T0N
140 READ W(J),I(J,1),I(J,2),L(J),A(J)
145 • LFT A(J)=A(J)*3.14159/180 .

; 160 PRINT"J="J;"¥( J)=,,V( J);"l( J, 1 )="l(J, 1); "l( J,2)="l(J ,2); "A( J)="A( J) 
161 PRINT "J="J;"L(j)="Ii(j)
180 NEXT J.
18:1 PRINT 
182 PRINT
185 DATA 30E6,25.81,6
186 DATA .728,.82,.112,2.9,0
187 DATA 1.204,..56,.072,3.9,12
188 DATA .S'S?.. 30,.033.’1.9.29



189 DATA .616,,21,,014,3.4,44
190 DATA .433,'2,.004,5,4,60
191 DATA .47.9,-15,-002,0,70 .
220 PRINT "WHAT IS PI ,P2,IN CPS" 5 
240 INPUT P1,F2
245 PRINT "LONG FORM 1, SHORT FORM 0, WHICH";
250 INPUT D9
251 PRINT
260 PRINT "WHL SPEED="F25"ASSUMED FREQUENCY="F1 
280 : LET T(1,1)=0 
290 LET T(l,2).=0 
300 LET Y(1,1)=0 
510 LET Y(1,2)=0
320 LET B1=0 ''
330 . LET B2=0 
340 LET B7=0 
345 LET V(1,1)=1 
350 LET >(1,2)=0 
355 LET M(l,1)=0 
360 LET M(1,2)=0 
366 PRINT 
370 GO TO 457 
380 LET V(1,1)=0 
365 LET V(l ,2)==1 
390 LET M(1,1 )=0 
395 LET M(1,2)=0
400 GO TO 457
410 LET V(1,1)=0 
415 LET Y(1,2)=0 
420 LET M(1,1)=1 
425 LET M(1,2)-0 
430 GO TO 457 
440 LET V(1,1)=0 
445 LET V(1,2)--0 
450 LET M(1,1)=0 
455 LET M(l,2)=1 
457 PRINT"V(X)="V(1,1);"V(Y)="T(1,2);"M(X)="M(1,1 );"M(Y)="M(1, 
470 FOR J=1 TO N-1 
472 LET C1=(SIN(A(J)) 2)*L(J)/E 
475 LET C2=(C0S(A(j)) 2>L(j)/E 
480 LET C3=(SIN(A(J))>(C0S(A(J)))*L(J)/E 
484 LET C4-(Cl/l(J,1))+(C2/l(J,2))
488 LET C5=C3*((1/I(J,1))-(1/I(J,2)))
492 LET C6~(C2/l(j,1))+Cl/l(j,2)
495LETT((J+1),1)=T(J,1)+M(j,1)*C4+M(J,2)*C5+(Y(J,1 )*C4*L(j)/2) 
500 LET T((J+1),1)=T((J+1),1)+Y(J,2)*C5*L(j )/2 
505LETT((J+1),2)=T(J,2)+M(J,1)*C5+M(J,2)*C6+Y(J,1)*C5L(j)/2



510 LET- T((j+l),2)-T((j+l),2.)+Y(j,2-)*66*L(j)/2
515LETY( (J+1.), 1 )=Y(J,1 )+T( J, 1 )*L( J)+(M( j, 1 )*C4*L(j)+H( J, 2)*G5*L( J) )/2 
520LETY((J+1)91 )=Y((J+1), 1 )+(v(j» 1 )*C4*(L(j) 2)+V(j,2>C5*(L(j) 2))/6 
523LE!IT((J+1 ),2)-Y<J,2)+T(j,.2)*L(j)+(M( j, 1 )*C5*L( j)+M( J, 2)*C6*L( J) )/2 
527LBTY((J+1),2)=Y((J+1)»2)+(v(J,1)*05*(L(j) 2)+V(j,2)*C6*(L(j) 2))/6 
550LETV((J+1),1)=Y(J,1)+¥(J+1)*((FI) 2)*Y((J+1)»1)*„1022?
535 LETV((J+1),2)=V(J,2)+W(J+1)*((FI 2)+(F2 2))*Y((J+1),2)*„10227
540 LET B5=J+1 '
550 LET B6=0
555 FOR K=B5 TO H
560 LET B6=B6+¥(K)»(F2 2)*(R+L(K)>„10227
565 HEDCT K .
590 LET M((J+1),1)=M(J,1)+L(J)*V(J,1)+Y(J,1)*B6
600 LET M((J+1),2)=M(J,2)+L(J)*V(J,2)+Y(J,2)*B6
610 NEST J .
613 IF D9=i0 THEN 660 .
615 FOR J=1 TO N zz
620 PRINT "CONDITIONS AT^TATION . .."J
622 PRINT"T(X)="T(j, 1) ?"T(Y)="T(j,2); "Y(X)="Y(j, 1 )5 "Y(Y)="Y( J,2)
624 PRINT "M(x)="M(J, 1);"H(Y)="M(J,2);"V(X)="V(js 1)5"Y(Y)="V(J,2)
625PRINT
63O NEXT J
660 LET B7=B?+1
670 LET D(1,B7)=V(N,1)
675 LET P(2„B7)=V(N,2)
680 LET D(3»B7>M(N»1)
685 LET D(4,B7)=H(N,2)
700, IF 2-B7 0 THEN 380 
705 IF 3-B7 0 THEN 4IO 
710 IF 4-B7 0 THEN 440 
720 PRINT
730 PRINT "DETERMINANT IS"
740 PRINT D(1,1),D(1,2),D(1,3),D(1,4)
745 PRINT D(2,1),D(2,2),D(2,3),D(2,4)
750 PRINT D(3,1),D(3,2),D(3,3),D(3,4)
755 PRINT.D(4,1),D(4,2),D(4,3),D(4,4)
760 PRINT
780 .FOR K=1 TO 3
790 . FOR J=(K+1) TO 4
800 LET B8=D(J9K)/(D(K»K.)).
810 : FOR H=K TO 4
820 LET D(j»H)=D(j,H)-B8*D(K9H)
830 NEXT H 
84O NEXT J 
850 NEXT K .
870 PRINT D(1,1),D(1,2),D(1,3)»D(T,4)
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875 PRINT D(2,1),D(2,2),D(2,5),D(2,4)
880. PRINT D(5,1),D(5,2),D(5,5),D(3?4)
885 PHINT D(4»1),D(4,2),D(4,5),D(4»4) .
88? PRINT
890 LEP D=D(l,1)*D(2,2)*D(3,3)*D(4,4)
900 PRINT "DETERMINANT VALUE IS"D
910 PRINT •
920 PRINT j
930 PRINT
950 PRINT"FOR NEW F TYPE 1, OTHERWISE 0, WHICH";
960 INPUT B9 
970 IF B9=1 THEN 220 
.99999 END

The following, along with Table 4» explain the program.
Line 100 

140 
145 
185 
187 to 191 

220 

245

280 to 340

345 to 455 
. 470 to 610 
670 to 885 
730 to 760 
780 to 850 
870 to 887 
890 
950

Input of stage data
Input of station data
Conversion of degrees to radius
Data for line 100
Data for line 140
Request from operator for assumed, 
frequency and wheel speed
Request from operator for form: Long .
form prints data for each station for 
each assumed condition plus determinant. 
Short form prints determinant only. .
Zeros boundary conditions and index . 
numbers
Sets assumed conditions
Equations from previous section
Sets up of determinant .
Printout of determinant
Diagonalizing of determinant
Printout of Diagonalized determinant
Solution of determinant
Request from operator for decision to 
make new pass or stop.
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Table 4 Computer Program Symbols

A Angle of Bucket Twist , Radians
B1 to B9 Dummy Variables
D (I,J) Determinant Matrix
E Modulus of Elasticity , psi
PI Assumed Bucket Frequency , ops
P2 Wheel Speed , ops
11 Moment of Inertia » in^

412 Moment of Inertia I » inP
L Length of Segment , in
Ml Bending Moment Mx s, in, lb
M2 Bending Moment M^ , in, lb
N Station Number
T1 Slope 9x , Radians
T2 Slope 6y , Radians
VI Shear V^ , lb
V2 Shear V , lb
W Weight of Segment , lbs
Y1 Deflection , in
Y2 Deflection Y , in

J



CHAPTER VIII
ANALYTICAL RESULTS

The calculated values for the fundamental tangential mode 
(TI0) and for the fundamental axial mode (AI00) are plotted on 
Figure 19? along with the experimental values. The curves shown 
are based upon calculations at 0, 30 and 60 rps wheel speed.

The calculations were made representing the bucket by six 
discrete masses. The accuracy of such a representation is discussed 

in Chapter IX (Table 6), A comparison of the calculated versus 
experimental result's is given in Table .5 and is discussed in 
Chapter IX also.

Curves showing the computer output are presented in Appendix C.

I
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Table 5 Comparison of Calculated and

Experimental Bucket Frequencies

TI0 Mode AI00 Mode
Wheel
Speed Calc f Exp f

Calc f/ 
Exp f Calc f Exp f

Calc f/ 
Exp f

rps cps cps 1o cps . cps 1°

0 112 133 ... 83 ■ 222 250 88

30 127 150 86 225 250 90

60 160 166 97 232 250 93 ,



CHAPTER IX 
E&COMCMtoATlONS AED DISCUSSION

Recommendations

■ Test results indicate that the.following recommendations- may 

be made;
1) The 17" L-1 stage should be designed for =304 diameter 

loose tie wires with 5 bucket per cover grouping,
2) The standing bucket frequency allowables should be changed, 

Prom; Tangential Axial

113-125. ops 237-256 cps

\ To; Tangential 

111-120

Discussion ■
The resonant frequencies of the 17" L-1 bucket are shown in 

Figures 19 and 20= The data from which these plots were drawn is 
in Appendix B. The data is plotted showing bucket frequency versus 

wheel speed so that the difference between the wheel speed at which a 
particular resonance occurs and the operating wheel speed (60 rps) may 
readily be seen. The difference is commonly referred to as "margin",

The fundamental tangential mode (Tl0) has nearest to operating 
speed a resonance which is three times the running speed (3/R), The

63

Axial

233-255
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experimental value plotted represents a mean value obtained from various 
buckets. The data spread for this point was about 5 cps dr 2$>. The 
mean value shown (55«0 cps) represents a 8.4$ margin. This is below 
the 10$ margin usually required for a $/R resonance. Analysis of a 
single degree of freedom undamped response spectra indicates that the 
magnitude of the actual response at Running speed due to the proximity 
of this resonance is about 20$ greater than it would be if the 10$ 
margin requirement were met.

It is felt that in this case the margin is acceptable, especially 
when the alternative is using a brazed tie wire. Note that for this 
mode either the 5 bucket per cover (5 B/c) or the 6 B/c grouping is 
acceptable.

Also plotted on Figure 19 are the; results of a previous test 
conducted by Mr. R. Chinoy (2) on the same buckets with brazed tie 
wires in 5-bucket groups. The frequency of these buckets is 22$ above 
the experimental value for the TI0 mode at running speed. This implies 
that the brazed tie wire construction stiffens the assembly 22 percent.

The calculated frequencies are compared to the experimental 
*

frequencies in Table 5- For the TI0 mode at running speed the calculated 
value falls 4$ below the experimental value. This implies that the 
assumption of pinned connections at the bucket-cover and bucket-tie wire 
junctions is not totally valid. However, for the purpose of preliminary 
analysis the 4$ error is considered acceptable.

It is interesting to note that the calculated and experimental 
values converge as wheel speed increases. This may be attributed to the 
fact that at lower speeds the extra mass of the cover and tie wire

!



becomes more dominate, lowering the frequency. In addition, at lower 
speeds the point of fixity in the dovetail tends to make the bucket 
longer* giving lower frequenciesi With speed the upper hooks of .the ’ 
dovetail pick up the bucket load raising the frequency gradually.

The experimental values for the fundamental wheel axial mode 
(AI00) presented in Figure 19 are averages for both the 5 and 6 bucket . 
per cover groupings. This mode has sufficient margins according to 
current design practices. The data spread in this case was about 2 cps.

The results of the brazed tie wire tests for this mode were about 
5̂ 5 lower than the results obtained from the loose tie wire tests. Since 
the tie wire stiffness should not affect this mode of vibration (all .. 
the buckets are vibrating in phase, in parallel planes), theoretically 
one would expect no difference. The raising of the loose tie wire 
frequency over the brazed frequency can be attributed to assembly 
tolerances and to the I o s e I of the mass of brazing material and bucket 
stock removed in cleaning up the holes, which has a significant effect 

at speed.
The calculated value for the AI00 mode at running speed falls 9% 

below the experimental.value. Here again the tie wire-bucket and cover- 
bucket joint stiffness should have a negligible effect on this mode. i 
Increasing the number of stations in .the solution .would cause the 
calculated frequency to cb'nverge upon the experimehtal result.

The tabulations in Table 6 for the sample problem indicate that 
for calculating the TI00 mode there is no gain in accuracy to be made 
by increasing, the number of stations in the calculation. Conversely
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Table 6

li
Sample Problem Results

10

V 1 exact = 164 ops exact = 1040 cps

Calculated Freq.
W1 W2No. Static is W, W9 t:—  rj—
1e 2e

4
6

10

160 cps, 872
160 956

1000

.98

.98
.84
.92
.96



. • ■. •• . .. ■ ■ ' ■ • ■ 6? 
for the AI00 mode an increase in the number of stations from six to 
ten yields a 4$ increase in accuracy.. However, increasing the number 
of stations, detracts from the simplicity of the program by requiring 
the programmer to calculate more input. A more practical approach is 
to use six stations in the calculations realizing that the answer is 
in error by a certain degree. If several buckets of various sizes 
were, tested and the correlation with the calculated results noted,, 
a correction factor could be included in the final interpretation 
of the results. For instance, if the calculated results were raised 
by the error found in the sample problem results, the "engineering 
estimate" of the resonant frequencies at running speed would be only 
2% low for the TI0 mode and 1% low for the AI00 mode.

. Both the 5 bucket/cover and the 6 bucket/cover first group axial 
responses are shown in Figure 19° Here again the margin requirements 
are satisfied. There was only a 1 to 2 cps spread within like cover 
groupings; while the 5 bucket/cover groups were about 10 cps higher 
than the 6 bucket/cover groups.

As can be seen on Figure 20 the "second group axial mode.showed a 
spread of about 20 cps .between the .5 bucket/cover and the 6 bucket/cover . 
groupings. The data spread within each grouping was about 10 ops. Note

i . .
that while the 5 bucket/cover grouping mean'value presents satisfactbry 
margins, the 6 bucket/cover grouping has an objectionable resonance on 
running speed. Thus, the 5 bucket/cover grouping is the only choice.

The standing frequency allowable ranges should be changed in an
i ' ■ ■ . • ,effort to reduce data spread, thereby maintaining better margin control.



Ap p e n d i x-a
LIST OF SELECTED' DRAWINGS

Dwg„ No. Description
563D23O Rotor Machining
6350992 Bucket Blade
107A7846 Tie Wire
11906035 PPG BKT STM Stimulus
473^408 Stub.Shaft Turbine End
832B518 Stub Shaft Generator End



APPENDIX B 

xyy' PLOT DATA

The following xyy' plots (Figures 27 and . 28) are presented as 
a sample of the. data reduction. The x coordinate uses wheel speed as 
a time base. The lower (y) coordinate represents the dynamic strain 
amplitude at any given wheel speed, while the upper trace (y*) records 
the frequency of the dynamic response. Also included is an example of 
an expanded plot used to obtain damping data (Figure 29). The 
coordinates for the expanded plot are the same as above.

Table 7 gives all the data from the xyy’ plots. The gage 
location and data reduction filter setting may be determined by- 
checking the plot number in Table 2. Table 8 lists the range of the 
various filter settings. . .
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VIBRATION DATA REDUCTION

CUSTOMER 3 °  T e s t  ^ < » r o g
ENGINEER ^  ___________
SHOP ORDER 3  ~0 0 <» -  -  A  13
MOOE|g « v te >  BKT GR GAGE NO ._t2___
FILTER SETTING ZZ.
EXCITATION 
TESTED BY

J
•6 so

WHEEL SPEED - RPS

Figure 27 Sample XYY^ Plot, AI Mode -jo



VIBRATION DATA REDUCTION

WHEEL SPEED-RPS

X*.-- (.1 .loTy, , si 
31.4 Au> -=.1

<?= 314 = 187 J =

Figure 28 Sample XYY^Plot, TIn Mode



Figure 29 Sample Bandwidth Plot -jro



Table 7 . , xyy*.Plot Data

App. No
XYY1 Bkt. Bkts.
Plot No. Mode f per BUCKET FREQUENCY MULTIPLE OF WHEEL SPEED

Cover 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10. ll . 12 .13 14 15

1 Alio 320 6 65.8
2 AI10 330 5 54.8 46.5
2 A!00 260 5 42.2 37.1
3 AlQO 260 5 54.4 46.5
4 AI20 550 5
5 AIlO 320 6 65.3 53.1 45.0
5 AlOO ' 260 6 52.2 43.2 36.8
6 AI20 550 5
7 •' AI20 550 5
8 A120 550 5
9 AI20 525 6
10 AI00 260 6 58.1 43.4 37.0
11 AlQO 260 5 52.5 43.2 37.2
12 AlOO 260 5 52.4 43.2 37.3
13 AI00 260 6 52.6 43.6 36.914 BAD PLOT15 BAD PLOT
16 BAD PLOT
17 TlOO 170 ' 5 55.2 38.8 29.7
18 TIoo 170 6 56.2 38.7 29.6
19 * TlOO 170 5, 54.6 38.4 29.320 AT IQ 330 5 54.4 46.320 AT 00 260 1 5 52.8 43.2 37.421 ATqO 260 6 52.6 43.4 37.222 AT 20 520 6
23 AI00 260 . 6 52.7
24 Is BAD PLOT
25 AlQO ' 260 6 52.7 43.6 37.2
26 Aioo 260 6 52.8 43.5 ■
27 AI10 320 6 53.4 45.4
28 AT 10 320 6 53.1 45.2
28 aTqo 260 6 52.6 43.9 36.9
29 TI00 170 6 55.8 38.9 29.7
30 ttqo 170 5 55.0 39.0 29.8
31 TTqO 170 6 53.5 37.4 28.6
32 AT 20 525 6
33 ATiO 320 6 53.4 45.4
34 BAD PLOT

40.4 35.8 32.2 29.2 
32.6 28.8 
40.8 36.0

62.0 56.0' 51.0 41.5 32.3
39.3 34.8 31.2
32.0

62.9
62.8 56.1 51.3 47.1 43.2 40.1 37.1 34.2 32.2
62.1. 55.0 49.6 45.2 41.6
59.4 53.0 47.9 43.7 40.1 37.0 34.5 32.3 30.2

32.1
32.2 28.8
32.4
32.3

40.5 36.1 32.2 
32.2
52.6 48.4 44.1 40.5 34.6 32.2 30.2

32.2 28.5
39.5 31.4 28.4 
39.4 34.9 31.3 
32.1

53.5 48.5 44.1 40.6 37.6 34.8 32.3 30.3 28.4 
39.5 35.0 31.4 28.4
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Table 8 Data Reduction Filter Ranges

Filter Number Range - GPS

7 113.9 - 132.4
8 ' 152.4 - 153.9
9 153.9 - 178.9

10 178.9 - 207.9
11 207.9 - 241.6
12 241.6 - 280.7

13 280.7 - 326.5
14 326.5 - 379.2
15 ' 379.2 - 440.7 '
16 440.7 - 512.1
17 512.1 - 595.2
18 595.2 - 691.7

/



APPENDIX C 

COMPUTER OUTPUT RESULTS

The following curves (Figures 30, . 31 and 32) were drawn 
from the computer output in order to determine the calculated 
resonant frequencies.
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Figure 30 Determinant Value Versus 
Assumed Frequency for Wheel Speed of 0 cps
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Figure 31 Determinant Value Versus 
Assumed Frequency for Wheel Speed of 30 ops
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r

Figure J2 Determinant Value Versus 
Assumed Frequency for Wheel Speed of 60 cps



APPENDIX D
DAMPING COEFFICIENTS

The following is a summary of the logarithmic decrements for 

various buckets and modes. These were calculated using the bandwidth
technique at the half power point. The equations used were:

„ N where Q= Quality Factor
H - --------

^  N= Resonant Frequency
AU)= Frequency Bandwidth at 

.707 points
IT

S  ~  Q  X^= Resonant Amplitude
<S = Logarithmic Decrement

Table 9 Logarithmic Decrement Values

Grouping
b/c

Group
Number Mode TI0 AIoo

gageyk 3 4 5 3 6

5 10
1
2
3

.017

6 4
4
5
6

.012

.010 .021 .015 .015

5 1
7
8
9

.018 .017 .017 .012

6 15
10
11
12 .013
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APPENDIX E 
VIBRATION MODE SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used throughout this report to 

identify the bucket mode shapes.

TIo - Fundamental tangential mode

Vibration in plane of wheel with node a bucket root

AI - Fundamental wheel axial mode oo

Top view of cover

Vibration in planes of rotor axis, with node at bucket root and 

all buckets in group approximately in plane 

AI^q - First Group Axial Mode

Top view of cover

Vibration in planes of rotor axia with node at bucket root and 

end buckets of group 180° out of plane with each other.

AlgQ - Second Group Axial Mode

r r / r  h  * r / 7/ t r ,  f

Top view of cover



Vibration in planes of rotor axis with node at bucket root 

and end buckets of group 180° out of phase with center buckets.
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